SUMMER READING
SCAVENGER HUNT

Find all 12 suns around town to learn the secret message.

- Twelve pictures of smiling suns are hidden in your community. Now you get to find them! Look in store windows, on fence posts, near sidewalks, inside community centers, and anywhere else a sun could hide. All are visible from outside and at a safe distance.
- Each sun has a number and word on it. To reveal the secret message below, write the word on the line that matches the number on the sun you found. You can even color and hide your own sun.
- Share pictures of your hunt and colored sun on social media, but be careful, don’t give away the message! Use the hashtag #SILsummerhunt
- If you have questions or need a hint, contact your local library. We’re happy to help!

Secret message:

- WORD #1
- WORD #2
- WORD #3
- WORD #4
- WORD #5
- WORD #6

- WORD #7
- WORD #8
- WORD #9
- WORD #10
- WORD #11
- WORD #12

sno-isle.org/summer-reading
JUNE 15  ●  AUGUST 31

#SILsummerhunt
Color and hide your own sun!